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Sunday, August 18, 2002

Wells survive drought

Farmers bemoan dearth of rainfall

By Dan Shapley
Poughkeepsie Journal

While crops suffer without rain, the return of drought conditions hasn't
affected many private wells.

''Corn is shriveling up. Cows are way way off on production,'' said 
Cathy Osofsky of Ronnybrook Farm & Dairy in Pine Plains. ''It's 
miserable.''

While Poughkeepsie had recorded 10.5 inches of rain through 
Thursday since June 1, much of it has come in spotty thunderstorms. 
Many communities haven't fared as well. Tivoli, for instance, recorded 
just 1.5 inches in that same time period.

The U.S. Drought Monitor labeled the Hudson Valley ''abnormally dry''
in its weekly report released Thursday. That is the least severe category 
of drought, but it means there's a heightened chance of agricultural 
losses, groundwater depletion and forest fires.

In parts of the United States, such as the Upper Plains, the Southwest 
and parts of the Southeast, severe, prolonged drought is causing 
billions of dollars of damage to agriculture and threatening populations
of fish and other wildlife.

Calls for conservation

Locally, rains in June and July helped replenish water supplies, above 
and below ground.

Still, Tivoli, LaGrange and the Village of Fishkill have renewed calls 
for residents to conserve water, and several other municipalities -- 
Wappinger, Wappingers Falls, Beacon, Amenia, Millbrook, Pawling, 
New Paltz and Marlborough among them -- have retained voluntary or 
mandatory water use restrictions.

Most have been in place since last winter.

At present, homeowners' wells are not going dry at unexpected rates, 
according to a countywide drought monitoring system being prepared 
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for the Water & Wastewater Authority by Russell Urban-Mead, a 
hydrologist for the Chazen Companies in Poughkeepsie.

''Although it's a very dry period, it hasn't been dry for so long that 
significant negative impacts are happening yet -- at least according to 
the feelers we've put out,'' Urban-Mead said.

The goal of the hydrology study is to create an early warning system 
that ties low stream levels to the rates of failure of homeowners' wells 
by tracking information from area well-drilling companies and labs 
that test water.

Since January 2001, there have been 15.4 fewer inches of precipitation 
than average recorded at the Mohonk Cooperative Weather Station in 
New Paltz. Since January 2002, the weather station is running about 
four inches below the average.

''Even though the spring of this year, in May and June, we had a lot of 
precipitation above normal, we never got out of the deficits that we 
built, especially over that period of eight months from July to 
February,'' Mohonk research director Paul Huth said.

Voluntary water-use restrictions have helped local municipalities 
conserve their supplies.

''They seem to have worked,'' Town of Wappinger engineer Jay Paggi 
said. ''The usage is down. ... I think people are paying heed to the 
message and conserving to the extent they can.''
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